Compassion, Science And
Consciousness Survival

frientl of mine tliecl recently, ;uitl being with him (luring his last few
months t;~~lglit
me a lot about care for tlie (lying, ancl how I might
integrate lily scientific work 011 surviv;~Iof C ~ ~ S C ~ ~ I I S with
L I ~ S;I S
compassionately human perspective. It is ;ill too e;lsy to use the abstractions
; ~ n dintellectual creations of science :IS a means of tlistracting ourselves from
the fact of tle:~tli.It confronts 11s all, ;~ntlwe all l i ; ~ \ ~;I enatural fear of anniliil;~tion ;~ntlof the unknown. Yet by ;~voiclingtlie ;ictil;llity of cle;~th,taking ourselves ; I W ; I ~from the presence of mortality, we also sliut out ;In opportunity
for a profouncl ant1 v;~luableexperience-an experience that may transform
tlie quality of our living.

The Honedty Of Death
Before turning to ;I scientific perspective. therefore, I \v;lnt to begin witli the
story of my recent experience witli my friend Ken. 1 first met him a couple of
years ago through our common interest in Uutltlliism. Although w e were both
members of Sogyal Rinpoclie's Rigp;~Fellowship, he \vas not someone I knew
intimately. Last ye;ir he fell ill with AIDS-related symptoms. When he could
not take care of Iiinlsclf anymore, 1, along with a n~lniberof others, volunteered to come to his home occasionally ;11itl tlo what w e coultl to offer practical help and spiritual support.
I've hacl very little experience in caring for the dying-even tliough intellectually I know qnite a lot about the process. My tirst reaction was "What am I
going to say to someone who is clying?" All niy conceptual knowledge about
the biology and psychology of death and dying seemed so inappropriate
when confronted with the real thing. The first evening I went over to see
Ken, however, the confilsion I had about what to do vanished because of
something very simple. He immediately asked me to help him with his will
because he was having troilble seeing clearly and he couldn't read the document. He wanted me to read it to liini, take notes and make corrections as he
tlictated. Somehow, his matter-of-fact acceptance of his fate, the imminence
of his death, dissolved my ;lwkwardness. I found I could i~nselfconsciously
talk to him about the fact that he was clying. It wasn't ;I big cleal anymore.
That initial moment of honesty simply cleared the air. 'The experience, liowever, also sensitized me to how dishonest w e are bout death in our culture,
about how much w e tend to avoicl and suppress i t .
I would visit Ken about one evening a week, first at his home ;111d then in tlie
hospice. My interactiolls with him there lecl me to an even deeper apprecia-

tion of ant1 insight into the power ant1 possibilities ;~vailable if we open 1113 to the process of (lying. Ken hat1 not
been a student of Butltlhism very long, perhaps three or
four years, but he had become very serious about it. He
intended to tlie in a Tibetan Bucldhist way: Taking tle;~th:IS
;in opportunity for s15iritu;~lgrowth, ;IS a way to tleclicate
his suffering to relieve the suffering of others, to tlevelop
compassion, and to use the process of dying to gain
greater liberation.
His room was arrangetl to
evoke this atmosphere. He hat1
pictures on the wall of Butldhist
teachers he hat1 known, ant1 ;I
little shrine : ~ the
t foot of his
bed where he could see it easily. People would come in from
the Rigpa Fellowship and they
would help him chant mantras
or go through some prayers,
meditate with him, or talk
about spiritual matters. When
lie began slipping into what the
medical staff called AIDS
"dementia", where his mint1
would wander, the focusetl
chanting, praying ;und met lit:^tion were very helpful in keeping him communicative. Of
course, people could not be
with him all the time, so I
helped out by recording on
tape some of the chants and
practices he was familiar with
from Tibetan Buddhism, including English translations, which
he could play over and over. He
found that very helpful, and I
realized then how important audiotapes could be in assisting people through the dying process.

Dyity Ad An Alterea State
I learned a great deal from being with Ken. For one thing,
I learned that what the doctors were calling "dementia",
implying some form of stupidity o r loss of coherent consciousness, could be something altogether different. From
my perspective of years studying spiritual practices and
transpersonal psychologies, it was clear that he was going
in and out of altered states of consciousness. Sometimes

he was right here in his ortlinary state; he was sharp ant1
hatl :I great sense of humor. iintl so~netinleshe was wily
"out there"; to us, he was sleeping or urrconscious, but
when talking to him afterwartls he would report that he
had been very aware and experiencing some very extraorclinary conscious states. Sometimes he was kintl of here
ant1 kintl of there, in an altered state, ant1 it was tlifficult to
communicate with him unless we were careful about how
we phrased things. I realized that this was like talking to
someone undergoing a psychedelic experience or who is
tlelirious from a fever. We can communicate a lot, both
ways, if we allow for the characteristics of the altered state
ant1 we know something about doing that.
As I said, Ken was highly motivatetl to take his dying as an
opportunity for practicing his spiritual path more ant1
more deeply. For instance, he repeatetlly asketl the hospice staff to turn off the television set in his room, although their habit was to turn it on. I noticed that every
room of the hospice had a television, and the set was
i~lwayson. The basic policy seemetl to be dnlg people u p
and distract them with an unending round of sit-coms. The
hospice was giving gootl medical care but, except in Ken's
room, there was no recognition of the spiritual possibilities connected with death.
Soon enough, however, the hospice staff began to notice
what was going on, and they began dropping in to Ken's
room whenever they had a break, because of the calm ant1
the spiritual, loving atmosphere there. They noticed there
was a meaningful process going on in his room, a different
response to dying than the usual attitude "all we can d o is
make the patients comfortable".
I wasn't there at the very end. Ken wanted to share his last
moments just with his family and Sidney, a remarkable
lady from the Rigpa Fellowship who had been Ken's most
devoted helper. But I was told the remarkable story of
how he left. He knew his time was close, and he chose to
listen to a tape of a Tibetan Buddhist practice called

"powa", a meditation designed to eject consciousness
from the body in a way that is favorable to liberation or at
least to the probability of a good incarnation. Powa usually
involves internally reciting mantras and visualizing energy
flows, in a nletlitative frame of mind.
Ken died while listening to the powa practice, breathing
shallower and shallower, until at the last round of the
visualization he breathed out and didn't breathe in again.
He died with a smile on his face, ant1 people said that his
body was radiant for hours afterwards. It was like a mysti-
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c;~lexperience. Yet this wasn't somebody who had been
an atlvancetl spiritual master; it wasn't as though h e had
been raised somewhere like Tibet and had lived his life
immersed in exotic spiritual practices. He was an ordinary
modern American, sharp and computer-literate, an analytical kind of guy. He had just opened himself up to Buddhist
practices for a few years, and at the end hat1 committetl
himself wholly to the spiritual possibilities of dying.

Improving How We Can Die
The experience of being with Ken inspired me to want to
be more helpful to the dying. At first I thought-and often
still (lo-"Who am I to think I can help the dying?" I'm not
somebody with extensive hospice training and I don't
have the practical experience. On the other hand, I started
thinking it doesn't take much at all to make an improvement o n the mainstream practice of "drug 'em and distract
'em with old re-runs"! I feel ignorant about so much; but I
do know something about altered states which people are
going to experience as they die; and I d o know something
about spiritual practices concerned with dying and death.
Sogyal Rinpoche's best-selling book, The Tibetan Book of
Living a n d Dying, has alerted many people to the need
for a more spiritual death, and I hope to be of some help
in his plans to form a hospice designed to offer more
comprehensive spiritual care for the dying. Although it
will be organized within a Buddhist context, h e will attempt to generalize it so that people unfamiliar with Buddhism will still feel welcomed, without having to adopt a
different spiritual philosophy.
There are other ways I can be of help to the dying. As it
happened, while taking care of Ken I heard from an old
friend, Robert Monroe-founder of the Monroe Institute
and author of Journeys Out of the Body-and he, "coincidentally", had been thinking of developing techniques to
help the dying, with'no specific religious framework at all.

' -*
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I've been working for some time now with Bob Monroe
and Elisabeth Kiibler-Ross to develop a series of training
tapes for people who are dying. This series of cassettes
uses Monroe's " H e m i S y n ~ h process
~~"
of driv~ng
brainwaves via special sounds to induce states of consciousness that will assist in making the suggestions and
ideas o n the tapes more effective The sequence starts
with instructions designed to help people relax, to sleep
better, and to have clearer inner experiences which remind them that w e are more than our physical bodiesthat there is a life of the mind, an inner life, that's very
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important and that doesn't seem particularly connectetl to
the body. Eventually, some of these exercises are tlesignetl
to produce what w e may call "out-ofthe-body'' experiences or "inner journeys". The altered states inclucetl by
listening to these tapes are intended as a prep;~rationfor
death by giving the person a sense of what it woi~ldbe like
to be a consciousness that is not confinetl to the body.
Finally, when the person feels that he or she is ready to
go, there will be one tape which takes the listener through
the now familiar methods of "leaving", but this time with
no return instructions on the tape. (They can always
change their mind, of course, ant1 come back on their
own.)
In focusing here 011 the purpose of this "Going Home"
series,' I am tleliberately emphasizing the human side of
(lying, rather th;m the science. The tapes are an experiment in improving the quality of the way a person can die.
At the very least, they will give people something far more
interesting to occupy the final stages of a terminal illness
than watching television.

Scientific Redenrch On S[~rvivnl
Switching now from my heart to my he;d, I'd like to summarize my scientific perspective on the question of consciousness survival. For most of my career as a scientist it
has been obvious to me that the dominant materialistic
view of consciousness as nothing but the electrochemical
operation of the brain is grossly inadequate-not just on
theoretical or philosophical grounds, but in light of the
solid, factual evidence. There are two bodies of data that
support this position: 1) the data on psi phenomenaextrasensory perception (ESP) and psychokinesis (PK);
and 2) careful research with mediums.

(4 Pdi Rwenrch
The evidence from parapsychology shows that you can
put human beings in situations where, according to the
dominant materialist view of the world, no communication can possibly happen and they cannot affect external
physical processes. Nevertheless, it can be shown that
people sometimes d o communicate with each other when
all known sensory channels have been excluded (ESP),
and can influence the behavior of physical systems without any physical contact (PK).' For example, scientists
have put people in isolated rooms, separated even by
thousands of miles, have tested to see if they could send
telepathic messages, and have found that sometimes a
message gets through (see sidebar page 13).

>

The Sncrei) Sorrrce

In other experiments, researchers tested to see if people
could affect an electronic device simply by using their
minds, and discovered that the behavior of the machine
correlated with the intention of the subject significantly
above the statistical laws of chance. In one type of experiment, for example, the subjects were asked to influence a
sequence of randomly flashing red and green lights, and
demonstrated an ability to produce a statistical bias in
favor of one of the colors. In other words, we have here
an instance of mind directly affecting matter. (Now, of
course, this happens every time you or I exercise our
volition-for example, deciding to turn a
or switch
off a light. But that is mind affecting the matter of its own
brain, nervous system and muscles which are in physical
contact with the page or switch. In the situation just referred to, however, we have an instance of someone's
mind directly affecting matter beyond that person's
brain and body. Both of these situations-mind affecting
its own brain, and mind affecting matter at a distanceremain completely inexplicable within the parameters of
modern science.) Although such phenomena are typically
dismissed as "trivial" or "inconsequential anomalies" by
the scientific orthodoxy, the evidence for both telepathy
and psychokinesis explodes the myth of reductionisticphysicalist science that mind or consciousness is "nothing
but" an epiphenomenon of the brain.
These results present a far greater challenge to current
scientific paradigms than anything that has come out of
relativity theory or quantum physics. In short, they effectively demonstrate the non-physical nature of consciousness. Mind does not equal brain. Even if we don't have a
coherent theoretical framework for explaining this, the
empirical evidence removes previous objections based
solely on theoretical physicalist grounds. Given this, the
exploration of survival of consciousness after biological
death becomes a viable scientific venture.
None of the evidence for the phenomena reported in the
more than one thousand articles on psi effects can be
explained in terms of what a human brain and nervous
system can do. You don't have to be a physicist to see that
the energies are not there in the brain to communicate the
ESP information or the PK effects over distances. If you
believe you fully understand what a human being is, and
it's all a function of material factors we know about, you
are ignoring the very reliable data that tells us the mind
can do things that the brain can't do. The mind can
reach out and gather information and affect things when
there is no way to explain this according to our current

untlerstantling of physics or any re;~sonablystraightforward extension of it. Diehard m;~terialistsobject that
someday scientists may be able to explain mind in physical
terms; but that is simply a case of what philosophers call
"promissory materialism". Such a position is completely
unscientific; there is no way ever to f a l s i ~a statement of
promissory materialism. It is a statement of faith, on a par
with saying that someday we'll be able to explain everything in terms of what Gotl or the angels do.
Based on the evidence from parapsychology, we can make
a strong case, then, for believing that the h~irnanmind is
something more than the body. In principle, therefore,
the idea that consciousness could survive tleath is not so
outrageous, and should not be beyond scientific exploration. Nevertheless, we may ask: "What, specifically, can
science contribute to our untlerstantling in this area?"

(ii) Redearch With Me2ium
To begin with, scientists could take note of reports of
anomalous phenomena involving purported extra-corporeal consciousness. For instance, many people have reported seeing apparitions of the dead, or. believe they have
had psychic contact with deceased relatives. Such spontaneous experiences, however, provide inadequate data on
which to build a science. They may suggest directions to
explore, but science deals with an experimental method
and requires stronger evidence than anecdotes.
Attempts to establish experimental evidence for disembodied consciousness began in the last century with the rise
of modern spiritualism. The early Spiritualists emphasized
that it wasn't necessary' to believe in survival in order to
investigate the apparitions. In fact, they discouraged unquestioning belief, inviting instead all serious-minded folk
to "Test it for yourself." In principle, that sentiment reflects the essence of the scientific attitude. Of course, in
attempting to actually apply this approach, investigators
encountered many difficult procedural complicationssuch as how to rule out trickery, collusion, and self-delusion.
Even if the medium were honest, but in an altered state,
she may not even know if she got information through the
client and replayed it as part of an unconscious impersonation of the deceased subject. Scientific investigation of
good mediums involves, ideally, sending a proxy instead of
someone emotionally attached to-or, indeed, even someone who knows-the deceased. A proxy could not inadvertently give away part of the information being sought.
Continued on puge 14
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To be good science, of course, the entire interaction
should be recorded-nowaclays, on videotape if possible.
Other clues, such as bocly language, for instance, may give
the game away. A well-recorded session could help eliminate this artifact.
A fair amount of good quality
research has been done in this
manner in the past-before
videotapes. Some years ago I
looked at the data in great
detail, and my main impression
was that in some cases there is
extremely good evidence for
the survival of a particular
personality. The allegecl deceased communicator gave
correct names, dates, and specific personality characteristics
which created a distinct impression of the deceased's identity.
To give a sense of the standards
of investigation used in much
of this research, I sometimes
use an analogy: Suppose a
favorite cousin disappeared a
few years ago, and out of the
blue you get a long-distance
phone call. The connection is
very bad, it's hard to make out
voice tone or co~npletesentences, and the caller, claiming to be your cousin, says he
was hit on the head so h e has a hard time remembering;
and now he needs urgent financial help. Naturally, you
would want to be sure w h o the person is before you
sent any money. The kinds of rational criteria which
would need to b e applied in this scenario have been
applied in the cases of good mediumship that have been
investigated in the past.

Spiritual Irnplicatwtw Of Cotwciow Dying
At this point, I'd like to bring the article to a focus by
integrating the opening section illustrating a human perspective on death with the scientific discussion above.

Together, they may help sheel some light on the spiritual
implications inherent in the altered states cxperiencetl
during the process of dying.
The central question of many spiritual traditions is "Who
am I? What is my identity?" All my studies, and my researches of other people's studies, have macle me think
that a major component of one's identity is the physical
body. Our awareness is dominated for the most part by the
physical representations of who w e are. There is a constant pattern of sensations from our body that w e are not
even conscious of for the most part, but which nevertheless molds our consciousness, which in turn reinforces
habits of thinking, perceiving and acting. Unfortunately,
from a spiritual o r psychology of liberation perspective,
this is a problem.
More and morc it becomes apparent to me as a psychologist and spiritual student that each of us has vast potentials. Quite apart from questions of survival w e have enormous potential to create our identity, our experience of
self. But because w e are socialized, enculturated into a
particular set of beliefs and behaviors, each one of us has
been squeezed down to a tiny fraction of that potential.
The greatest tragedy is that w e have been led to believe
that tiny fraction is all w e are. We live, therefore, in a
cramped psychological space, in what Gurdjieff called a
"false personality". We think that is who we are, w e think
that is our personality; but it is false in the sense that it
ignores so much of the reality of what could be.
A major spiritual task in life is to begin to realize how
artificially cramped w e are! to stop identifying so closely
with that limited self, and begin to discover some of our
other potentials. The task is to live what I like to call a
more "spacious" life. According to 'Tibetan Buddhist tradition, the best zuay to prepare for death is to become more
spacious in life now, to begin to relax, to become more
natural, to get out of this artificial identification with our
limited self. Becoming more spacious gives us opportunities to contact the more open, deeper, broader parts of
our self. A classical Buddhist, of course, would say letting
go allows you to enter a state of "no-self'. The concept of
"self" tends to concretize and promote too much identification with the pathological habits of what has no permanent existence anyway.
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'This letting go of self is, I think, a womlerful way to prepare for tleath. To the extent that I can stop itlentifying
with the limitetl self and false personality of Professor
Tart-the more I experience such spaciousness-the less
of a shock, I believe, tleath is going to be. What excites me
about Tibetan Buddhism ant1 working with the tlying is the
chance to contact basic spiritual realities that make death
an opportunity to grow, to expand, to be of help to other
people.

Who Survived?
Taken together, although not overwhelmingly convincing,
the evitlence from psi research and the quality of communications from some mediums pers11:udes me of the possibility that consciousness can exist intlependently of a
physical body. I can sum u11 my position on this as follows: I will not be too surprised if, after some initial shock,
suffering and maybe unconsciousness during my own
death, I regain consciousness. But I will be surprised if "I"
regain consciousness.
Let me explain this apparent contradiction. The "I" that I
am mostly familiar with, the o n e identified with the personality that most of my friends and acquaintances know
me by, is shaped to a great extent by information from my
physical senses. My awareness is informed by external
signals coming through my exteroceptors (sight, hearing,
touch, smelling, tasting), and by signals from within my
body (my interocepters). If most of this sensory information is shut out o r greatly redi~ced-for example, as woultl
happen in a sensory deprivation tank-I w o ~ ~ experience
ld
a different state of awareness. Take away my access to
sensory information completely, as will happen when 1
die, then it is inevitable that whatever consciousness remains will be shifted into an altered state significantly
different from my normal waking consciousness. That is
what I mean when I say that I would be surprised if, after
death, "I" regain consciousness.

,

As I watched my friend Ken slip in and out of altered
states in his final days, and witnessed how different he was
at times from the man I hat1 known, I coultl only wonder
about his state of consciousness after he serenely left his
body behind, graced with that radiant smile. Would it even
matter to him, now, in a radically altered state, whether
his friends and family could communicate across the di-
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mensions? Woultl he see any relev;ulce, significance or
v a l ~ ~ineour philosophical, scientific or even spiritual
nttempts to decide, once and for all, the issue of an afterlife? And if "he" could communicate, would his experiences have any recognizable meaning for us?
Such, after all, may be concerns only of the living
And yet . . . in some way beyond our untlerstanding, we,
our ordinary selves, seem to siurvive. As account after
account from those w h o have (lied and have beell revived
testify, the near-death experiencer often meets the spirits
of deceasetl loved ones-meets them in ;I profound and
loving way. Recognition is sure ant1 deep and joyous. So
we change, I think w e must change 21fter death, but yet
something essential, something vital persists. I advocate
that w e investigate death and survival ;IS much as possible,
but perhaps there are limits to what w e can understantl
with our ordinary mind . . .
Charles Tart is Professor of Psychology at Uniz~ersityof
California (Davis). He is one (fl the f o ~ l n ~ l e rofs the
transpersonal psychology moz~ernent,a pioneer researcher into altered states rfl consciousness, and author
rfl numerous books, including Transpersonal Psychologies (ed), Altered States of <:onsciousness, and Waking
UP.
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